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CATEGORY I - Annual Music and Film Events 

 
 

2021 63rd ANNUAL GRAMMY® AWARDS - CBS (1 x 210’ Live)  
ANNUAL EVENT – LIVE FROM LOS ANGELES – JANUARY 31ST, 2021  
(8:00PM – 11:30PM ET) 
It is all about the performances on “Music’s Biggest Night™” – the 2021 63rd Annual 
GRAMMY® Awards, the world’s most prestigious televised music awards show, to be 
broadcast live on the CBS Television Network in the U.S. on January 31st, 2021. Last 
February’s dazzling 61st Annual GRAMMY Awards® telecast delivered the once-in-a-lifetime, 
live “GRAMMY Moments” for which the event has become known, including incredible 
performances by such artists as Billie Eilish, Cardi B, J Balvin, Camila Cabello, Dua Lipa, Miley 
Cyrus, Lady Gaga, H.E.R., Alicia Keys, Jennifer Lopez, Post Malone, Shawn Mendes, Janelle 
Monáe, Kacey Musgraves, Dolly Parton, Katy Perry, St. Vincent, Young Thug and more.   

 
 
 
2020 21st ANNUAL LATIN GRAMMY® AWARDS - Univision (1 x 180’ Live or 1 x 120’ Tape Delayed English 
Edited Version)    

ANNUAL EVENT – LIVE FROM MIAMI – NOVEMBER 19, 2020  
(8:00PM – 11:00PM ET) 
Latin music has never been more popular internationally with “cross-over” stars like Pitbull, 
Shakira, Daddy Yankee, Camila Cabello, Luis Fonsi, Rosalia,  
Bad Bunny, and many more dominating the music airwaves worldwide. The dazzling 21st 
Annual Latin GRAMMY Awards® (1 x 180’) will take place, LIVE from Miami, on November 19, 
2020, and will also be available as a specially edited two-hour tape-delayed English version. 
Last November's landmark 20th anniversary Latin GRAMMY Awards, hosted by Ricky Martin, 
Róselyn Sanchez and Paz Vega, showcased a star-studded milestone celebration, including 
historical moments, tributes, and one-of-a-kind performances from nominees, past winners,  
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and legends who honored 20 years of Latin music legacy and excellence. Appearing were top 
artists like Ricky Martin, Alejandro Sanz, Alicia Keys, Rosalia, Miguel, Juanes, Luis Fonsi, Bad 
Bunny, Alessia Cara, Olga Tañón, Sebastián Yatra, Pepe Aguilar, Residente, and many more. 
Join us for The Biggest Night in Latin Music®: the 21st Annual Latin GRAMMY Awards!  

 
 

 
2020 iHeartRadio MUSIC FESTIVAL - CW (2 x 120’ Television Premiere)  

ANNUAL EVENT – LOS ANGELES AND NASHVILLE - SEPTEMBER 27 AND SEPTEMBER 28, 2020 
(8:00-10:00PM ET - EACH NIGHT)  
The milestone tenth annual 2020 iHeartRadio Music Festival returns to Las Vegas, NV, with a 
star-studded weekend of incredible performances and surprise collaborations. Last year’s 
show was a one-of-a-kind celebration of music made up of the industry’s hottest young 
artists and emerging talent, as well as reigning superstars. Hosted by Ryan Seacrest, this 
year’s two-day  (September 18th and 19th) 5-hour live concert events from Los Angeles and 
Nashville will be edited down to two 2-hour CW Network “best of” concert events premiering 
on September 28th and 29th - promises one explosive performance after another, with just 
some of the talent already announced such as BTS (from Korea), Alicia Keys, Bon 
Jovi, Coldplay (from London), Miley Cyrus, Migos, Usher, Kane Brown with special 
guest Khalid, and more!    

 
 
 

2021 27th ANNUAL SCREEN ACTORS GUILD AWARDS® - TNT/TBS (1 x 120’ Live)  
ANNUAL EVENT – LIVE FROM LOS ANGELES – MARCH 14, 2021  
(8:00PM – 10:00PM ET)   
Entertainment’s top talent gathers to salute their own as actors vote solely for actors in 
honoring the finest film and television performances of the year. The 27th Annual SAG 
Awards® will be held on March 14, 2021, and air live on TNT and TBS in the U.S. One of the 
awards season’s premier events, the SAG Awards is, more and more, the perfect lead-in to 
the annual Oscars® event the following month. A night filled with excitement, drama, laughter 
and entertainment’s biggest stars, those honored with individual awards at the 26th annual 
show included Joaquin Phoenix (“Joker”), Renée Zellweger (“Judy”), Brad Pitt (“Once Upon A 
Time In…Hollywood”), and Laura Dern (“Marriage Story”) for performances in motion 
pictures, and Michelle Williams (“Fosse/Verdon”), Sam Rockwell (“Fosse/Verdon”), Phoebe 
Waller-Bridge (“Flebag”), Peter Dinklage (“Game of Thrones”), Jennifer Aniston (“The 
Morning Show”), and Tony Shaloub (“The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”) for performances in 
television. What’s more, the Korean thriller, “Parasite” made history at the Screen Actors 
Guild Awards for being the first non-English speaking film to take the top prize in the 
Best Cast in a Motion Picture.    

 
 
 
 

https://www.iheart.com/artist/bts-786717/?autoplay=true
https://www.iheart.com/artist/coldplay-1648/?autoplay=true
https://www.iheart.com/artist/miley-cyrus-42281/?autoplay=true
https://www.iheart.com/artist/kane-brown-30689928/?autoplay=true
https://www.iheart.com/artist/khalid-836574/?autoplay=true
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CATEGORY II - Music Series and Specials 
 
 

LET’S GO CRAZY: THE GRAMMY® SALUTE TO PRINCE - CBS (1 x 120’) 
MUSIC SPECIAL  
It was a night bursting with musicians, artists, celebrities, and his biggest fans who came to pay a 
fitting tribute to the man who will forever be known as…Prince! It’s the spectacular, 2-hour 
celebration of the iconic, 7-time GRAMMY Award-winning artist. The special aired on the four-
year anniversary of the late superstar’s passing on April 21, 2020, on CBS and was its time 
period’s (9-11pm) #1 show for the evening, reaching almost 6.5 million viewers! It was also #1 in 
Adults 18-49 for every half-hour in which it aired, and was re-aired by CBS that following 
Saturday evening. One incredible performance after another graced the stage as both new and 
veteran talent gathered to pay respect to the “Purple Rain” artist, including Beck, Gary Clark Jr., 
Earth, Wind, & Fire, Foo Fighters, H.E.R., Juanes, John Legend, Chris Martin, Miguel, Morris Day 
And The Time, Princess, Sheila E., St. Vincent, Mavis Staples, the Revolution, Usher, and more.   

 
 
 
BRITs ICON: ELTON JOHN - ITV (1 x 90’)  

MUSIC SPECIAL  
It’s a gala concert event celebrating the extraordinary life and career of music’s one and only 
“Rocket Man!” BRITs ICON: ELTON JOHN is the 90-minute career retrospective that salutes 
the rock legend’s incredible work and includes Elton’s live performances of some of his 
greatest hits including “Your Song”, “Rocket Man”, “Tiny Dancer”, “Bennie And The Jets”, 
“Philadelphia Freedom”, “I’m Still Standing”, and “Sad Songs (Say So Much)”, performed with 
his close friend, superstar Rod Stewart.   

 
 
 

MADONNA: REBEL HEART TOUR - SHO (1 x 120’)  
MUSIC SPECIAL   
It’s superstar Madonna at her very best: High energy performances, rebellious theatrical 
productions, envelope-pushing vignettes and, of course, the incredible music that has 
touched the world, including such hits as "Material Girl", "Holiday "Get Into The Groove," 
"Lucky Star" and "Like A Prayer."   
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THE GREATEST #STAYATHOME VIDEOS - Hosted by Cedric The Entertainer CBS  
(1 x 60’) 

MUSIC SPECIAL / CLIP SHOW 
It’s the International Edition of the CBS Television Network hit, The Greatest #StayAtHome 
Videos!  Featuring viral video moments, created while two-thirds of the world was sheltering 
in place, the special traverses the full spectrum of some of the best videos from around the 
globe … from the humorous, to the heartwarming, to the most inspirational, made during the 
international communities’ collective quarantine experience together. The originality and 
ingenuity of ordinary people creating extraordinary moments is truly amazing, and your 
viewers will sing, dance, laugh and cheer, as these videos highlight the spirit and resilience of 
the international community, coping during these unprecedented times. The Greatest# 
StayAtHome Videos is a true celebration of the human spirit. 

  
 
 

ELVIS ALL-STAR TRIBUTE - NBC (1 x 120’)  
MUSIC SPECIAL  
An all-star group of music superstars including Ed Sheeran, Jennifer Lopez, Post Malone, 
Shawn Mendes, Alessia Cara, Adam Lambert, John Legend, Blake Shelton, Carrie 
Underwood, Josh Groban, Dierks Bentley, John Fogerty, Darius Rucker, Keith Urban and 
more, pay tribute to the legendary Elvis Presley in this brand-new, two-hour, NBC spectacular 
celebrating the network’s iconic 1968 event – Elvis’ first-ever TV special – that reignited his 
career, propelled him back to the top of the charts…and back on his throne as “The King of 
Rock & Roll.” Elvis Aaron Presley was born on January 8, 1935 and died on August 16, 19777. 
What he accomplished during his lifetime changed the world. 

  
 
 

ELVIS: ’68 COMEBACK SPECIAL - (1 x 60’)  
MUSIC SPECIAL  
It is the legendary, specially remastered, NBC ELVIS: ’68 COMEBACK SPECIAL, which put Elvis 
Presley back in the music world’s spotlight, back at the top of the charts, and back on his 
throne as the "King of Rock 'n' Roll.” In his first television special ever, clad in his now-iconic 
black leather suit, Elvis performed classic hits both on stage alone and, in sequences generally 
regarded as the forerunner of today’s popular “unplugged” jam sessions, with friends and 
original bandmates. The program, which also featured splashy production numbers, includes 
such memorable, chart-topping songs as Heartbreak Hotel, Hound Dog, All Shook Up, 
Jailhouse Rock, Don’t Be Cruel, Love Me Tender, That’s All Right, Guitar Man, Trouble, and 
many more. The special still stands today as one of the great moments in rock music history 
and television history, and as a stunningly brilliant milestone in Elvis Presley’s career. Elvis 
Aaron Presley was born on January 8, 1935 and died on August 16, 19777. What he 
accomplished during his lifetime changed the world. 
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ELVIS: ALOHA FROM HAWAII - (1 x 90’)  

MUSIC SPECIAL  
It’s the specially remastered, 90-minute edition of the record-setting, 1973 Elvis event that 
was the first worldwide live satellite concert featuring a single performer. Broadcast by NBC 
from Honolulu, Hawaii, to a final estimated audience of 1 billion viewers, this concert was a 
major hit that includes something for everyone…from Elvis masterpieces like “Can’t Help 
Falling in Love,” “Blue Suede Shoes,” and “Suspicious Minds,” to exquisite Elvis renditions of 
other artists’ hit songs like “Something,” “My Way,” “I Can’t Stop Loving You,” “What Now 
My Love,” “Fever,” “Welcome To My World,” “Long Tall Sally/Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On” 
and many more. Elvis Aaron Presley was born on January 8, 1935 and died on August 16, 
19777. What he accomplished during his lifetime changed the world. 

 
 
 

A LEGENDARY CHRISTMAS WITH JOHN AND CHRISSY - NBC (1 x 60’)  
MUSIC SPECIAL  
Music, comedy and holiday spirit fill the air as this one-hour, yuletide treat finds John, Chrissy 
and their children trying to create the perfect Christmas celebration. This means sharing 
holiday cheer with very special celebrity guests and their families; John and his band sharing 
Christmas classics; Chrissy sharing some of her favorite holiday recipes; comedians sharing 
lots of laughter; not to mention, John, Chrissy, and friends and family sharing holiday spirit by 
surprising neighbors as they carol door-to-door. It’s jingle all the way in this “Legendary” 
Christmas celebration!   

 
 
 
MICHAEL BUBLÉ SPECIAL (bublé!) - NBC (1 x 60’)  

MUSIC SPECIAL  
bublé! is the brand-new, one-hour, NBC Television Network special starring the 
international, best-selling singer/songwriter/entertainer, Michael Bublé. Bublé’s seventh 
NBC special – his most personal network special to date – finds the multi-GRAMMY Award-
winning artist, backed by a 36-piece orchestra, performing some of the classic songs that 
inspired him, including “Fly Me to the Moon,” “You’re Nobody ‘Til Somebody Loves You,” 
“My Funny Valentine,” “Just A Gigolo,” and “La Vie en Rose” (with guest artist Cécile 
McLorin Salvant); as well as, of course, several of his most popular, original tunes, including 
smash hits “Haven’t Met You Yet,” “Home” and “It’s a Beautiful Day.” The special also 
features songs from his new album, “love” ❤, including the timeless “When You’re Smiling” 
and “Such a Night.”   
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CATEGORY III - Series - True Crime, Paranormal,  
Unscripted Reality  Entertainment and Comedy  

 
 
 

SHALLOW GRAVE – Crime & Investigation/A&E UK (8 x 60’)  
On SHALLOW GRAVE (8 x 60’), the gripping, new Crime & Investigation UK series, a murder 
has been committed elsewhere, likely cleaned of evidence, transported and then dumped at 
what investigators call “the deposition site”, or shallow grave. With multiple crime scenes to 
contend with as well as the unconventional nature of these cases, they are almost impossible 
to solve using conventional investigative techniques. In many cases, only by literally digging 
for the truth and gathering any semblance of a clue from the shallow grave can investigators 
even begin to unravel the weekly murder mystery. Mixing emotionally compelling stories 
with incredible forensic science, SHALLOW GRAVE is a bold true crime series that combines 
disturbing cases, complex mysteries and vivid storytelling.   

 
 
 
HELP! MY HOUSE IS HAUNTED! – UKTV (12 x 60’)   

From Zac Bagans, the creator, executive producer and star of GHOST ADVENTURES, the #1 
paranormal show in the world, comes the next evolution in paranormal investigation. Zac Bagans 
and MY Entertainment present HELP! MY HOUSE IS HAUNTED!, the spine-tingling new series 
that goes beyond the ghostly activities famously found at historical monuments and tourist 
attractions, and turns instead to help average families whose homes have shown signs of 
unexplained supernatural phenomena. A team of experts from the U.S., U.K. and France travels 
to meet families who recount the chilling events that led to the team being contacted. Once 
there, the team uses every technique available to them, culled from their years of experience, to 
find answers that will help families finally reclaim their properties from unwelcome spirits.   

 
 
 
DEAD AGAIN – A&E (9 x 60’) 

From iconic “Law & Order” producer Dick Wolf’s Wolf Reality and Left/Right Productions, DEAD 
AGAIN is the slick, stylized and compelling, nonfiction A&E Network series about an elite team of 
detectives that re-investigates controversial and mysterious murder cases to confirm, or 
reject, the original verdict.   
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BREAKING THE MAGICIAN’S CODE: MAGIC’S BIGGEST SECRETS FINALLY REVEALED - FOX/MyNetworkTV 
(18 x 60’)   

The magician’s sacred code of silence is broken forever as one of international television’s most 
popular series ever continues to make magic with dynamic ratings, and renewal, stories around 
the globe.   

 
 

 
CAUGHT RED-HANDED - truTV (8 x 30’)  

"Gotcha!" has never been so satisfying as this provocative reality series shows what happens 
when shoplifters are caught on camera and confronted by our crack team of security experts.  

 
 
 
TOP 20 FUNNIEST – truTV (49 x 60’)  

Laughter is the best medicine…and it makes for a great television show, too! The 
extraordinary international success of TOP 20 FUNNIEST continues to grow as comedic 
commentary charts the best viral videos, home movies, surveillance clips, event footage and 
news bloopers, while we count down to the week’s most hilarious video.   
 

 
 
WORLD’S MOST AMAZING VIDEOS - NBC/Spike TV (65 x 60’)  

Commencing with its successful run on the NBC Television Network, this is one of television’s 
original, and continuing, reality success stories. WORLD’S MOST AMAZING VIDEOS is the 
highly popular NBC/Spike TV series that features shocking “caught on camera” footage of 
gripping, dramatic events, as ordinary people become immersed in extraordinary situations.  

 
 
 

CATEGORY IV – Documentary and Film 
 
 
 
41 FILMS ORIGINALLY PRODUCED FOR IMAX AND OTHER GIANT SCREEN THEATRES (41 x 31’-50’ 
(Approx.) … HD and 4K)    

These 70 mm films were originally produced for IMAX and other Giant Screen Theatres, and 
are now available for television, many in 4K. This is a collection of 41 world-renowned, 
critically-acclaimed movies that offers fascinating, exciting, and spectacular stories, many of 
which are among the most popular IMAX and Giant Screen Theatres titles…ever produced. 
The selection includes five Academy Award® nominated films and has extraordinary name  
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recognition. Global theatrical box office receipts for these titles exceed $1.5 billion! The films 
boast such celebrity narrators as Meryl Streep, Liam Neeson, Harrison Ford, Pierce Brosnan, 
James Earl Jones, Morgan Freeman, Paul Newman, and many others.   
 

 
 

LET IT SNOW – Hallmark Channel (1 x 120’) 
The smash hit, yuletide season motion picture that has delivered holiday cheer to audiences 
around the world – and record ratings to broadcasters as well – is the touching holiday tale 
of a tough corporate woman whose plans to tear down a resort lodge are suddenly changed 
when she’s swept up in the Christmas spirit. Starring Candace Cameron-Bure (“Fuller 
House”) and Alan Thicke (“Growing Pains”).   

 
 
 
 
 
 


